The geodesic self-heating of free gravitational bodies with constant thermo-gravimechanical energies is introduced for dissipative radial transitions. Non-circular path satellites can test confined gravitational radiation behind the local thermodynamic balance for metric energyto-energy gravitation. Paired gravitational photons with a vanishing Poynting vector can shed some light on the action-at-a-distant for chiral matter, gravitational energy conservation in binary pulsars, and the thermodynamical origin of gamma outbursts.
Metric formalism for the geodesic motion, initiated by Einstein and Grossmann [1] , is not presently unified with irreversible heat dissipation and the radiation energy damping. Electromagnetic (EM) wave losses should change gravitational charges in Mach-Einstein's energy-to-energy gravitation [2] . This reading of General Relativity (GR) predicted a century increase of the Sun-Earth distance above 1 m. Energy-driven geometry also suggested to count thermodynamic (heat) energy Q next to kinetic, K = mc 2 / √ 1 − v 2 c −2 , and potential, U o , parts of the passive gravitational charge, P o = K √ g oo , in
Eötvös-type laboratory tests of flatspace gravitation. By neglecting EM radiation losses, one may request the strict conservation of thermo-gravimechanical energy
of probe bodies under their geodesic motion in static gravitational fields. This energy conservation for the Machian passive charge E relates the field metric component g oo to body's potential energy U o and heat Q,
At the same time, potential energy U o of the unit energy-charge E is the logarithmic relativistic potential, ln √ g oo = U o /E, in strong energy-to-energy interactions [2] . Therefore, one can describe heat transformations Q through U o for the steady energy charge (1),
There are no references on EM theory or Newton's attraction of masses in such a reading of Mach-Einstein's gravitation for constant energy charges. Therefore, generation of the heat energy Q in (1)-(3) may be related only to gravitational wave processes, rather than to EM waves (which are responsible for relaxation outbursts). Below we consider non-relativistic radial solutions of (1) -(3), Q(r) = −U o (r)/2 << E and g −1/2 oo − 1 = r o /r ≈ (−U o /E) << 1, for the slow motion of a probe body in a weak central field. The attraction force of the static central source is related to its active energy, r o = GE a /c 4 . The thermobalance of the passive energy (1) under the non-relativistic solutions of (2)-(3), E − mc 2 = (mv 2 /2) + U o + Q = (mv 2 /2) − r o /2r = const, modifies Newtonian potential energy, (−r o /r) → (−r o /2r), for irreversible radiation transitions by heat (rather than by dark matter). This dissipative motion along a spiral trajectory can be accompanied by the gravitational self-heating up to nuclear fusion temperatures, because cooling though electromagnetic waves is not very efficient for dense massive bodies. Without transformations of GR gravimechanical energies into heat, all probe bodies would stay on cyclic stationary orbits without the observed evolution of astrophysical systems.
The geodesic constancy of energy-charges under thermobalanced paired interactions is conceptual for energy-to-energy gravitation. However, an equilibrium heat content and temperature of astronomical bodies are managed by the black-body radiation curve. The non-stationary gravitational selfheating of free geodesic bodies can contribute, for example, to the Sun's cyclic activities and to the Earth's climate changes. Comets and small cold asteroids may undergo sharp temperature increases and even volcanic activities on the most accelerated parts of their geodesic motion. Relativistic bodies on prolonged ellipsoid orbits around massive centers should exhibit explosive temperature jumps and, therefore, periodic EM outbursts [3] . In our view, such gamma outbursts could be related to peak self-heating powers of relativistic bodies at their shortest interaction proximities, when local emission-absorption of (paired) gravitational waves and emission of outward EM waves is maximized. Temperature variations of thermo isolated sensors in Earth or Moon satellites on elliptic orbits can test the local self-heating mechanism quantitatively. Thermo-gravimechanical energy conservation of free accelerated bodies (with chiral masses) means that their gravitational waves (with chiral symmetry) are converted into heat locally, without outward gravitational fluxes for distant interferometers.
Dissipation of chiral pairs of vector gravitons within a gravitating body itself maintains the 1686 action-at-a-distant for our energy-to-energy interactions. Local confinement of paired GR waves can be traced quantitatively for the binary pulsar PSR B1913+16, because this object was studied for more than 30 years [4] . Poynting wave flows from oscillating electric charges q are well described in Maxwell's electrodynamics. The chiral amplitude of two unfolded gravitational waves is proportional to 2m. Therefore, chiral intensity (of locally confined vector waves with zero-balanced Poynting fluxes) is proportional to 4m 2 . One can replace q 2 in EM radiation flows with G(2m) 2 for exact computation of the radiation self-heating by paired vector gravitons. The angular intensity of self-heating by chiral gravitation radiation and the integral heat balance for equal energy-charges E = const on the opposite circular orbit of radius 'a' can be computed from Maxwell's electrodynamics [5] ,
The non-relativistic motion of such a symmetrical two-body gyroscope with E ≈ mc 2 and ω = (Gm/4a 3 ) 1/2 = 2π/P can be simplified due to the virial theorem, d(K + U o ) ≈ −dK, which directly relates the system kinetic energy increase to the gravitational self-heating, mdv 2 /dt ≈ dQ/dt in (4). This thermodynamic balance explains decays of pulsar periods P under the dissipation decrease of the mutual proximity 2a of rotating bodies. Thermodynamic self-organization of two radial bodies with constant energy-charges, E 1 = const and E 2 = const, into a one radial body (with the summary energies, E 1 + E 2 , around one radial center of symmetry when a → 0) is not accompanied by outward gravitational waves (only by Planck's black-body radiation with nonstationary gamma outbursts for distant observers).
Slow velocities v = 2πa/P < c results in the period decay dP/dt = −(96/5)π4 1/3 (2πGm/P ) 5/3 = −3.4 × 10 −12 (m · 1h/M Sun P ) 5/3 for the symmetrical pulsar. This quantitative result for confined vector gravitons can be compared with the Hulse-Taylor pulsar data, dP/dt = (−2.422 ± 0.006) × 10 −12 , P = 7.75h, after mass asymmetry corrections for m ≈ 1.4M Sun . Paired (chiral) gravitons carry a zero Pointing vector for third bodies and, therefore, mutual gravitational interactions cannot be intercepted or screened. However, chiral wave exchanges increase the heat content of a constant gravitational charge that can be predicted and verified in practice. Calorimetric satellite experiments can test the proposed self-heating of free falling bodies by folded pairs of vector gravitational waves with the 'electrodynamic' radiation intensity, q 2 → G(2m) 2 , of accelerated masses. Quantitative thermal analysis can shed some light on the vanishing Poynting vector for chiral interactions of (inert and live) matter. The self-generated heat from local 'absorption' of 'just emitted' anisotropic gravitational waves and Planck's black-body radiation should be counted for geodesic curves of all satellites, including Pioneer 10/11 [6] .
